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Abstract—In-loop filtering is an important part of high
efficiency video coding (HEVC), which consists of deblocking
filter and sample adaptive offset (SAO) filter. It can not only
improve the compression efficiency of HEVC, but also improve
the visual quality of the reconstructed videos significantly.
However, the high computational complexity hampers its applications for real-time encoding scenarios. In this paper, we propose a
parallel strategy for in-loop filtering in HEVC encoder on graphics processing unit (GPU). In the proposed strategy, the pipeline
structure for HEVC encoding by parallel processing deblocking filter and SAO on GPU is described first. Then, the joint
optimization for deblocking filter and SAO on GPU is detailed
by parallel processing of deblocking filter and parallel processing
of SAO separately. The joint optimization can improve the degree
of parallelism and ease the computational burden of the CPU.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can
achieve about 47% (up to 67%) time saving on average for test
sequences.
Index Terms—HEVC encoder, in-loop filter, GPU, deblocking
filter, SAO.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IGH Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard developed by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding
(JCT-VC) [1] becomes the state-of-the-art video coding standard, which can provide similar perceptual quality with
about 50% bitrate saving compared with its predecessor
H.264/AVC [2]. This remarkable improvement mainly comes
from the following techniques, such as flexible quad-tree coding block partitioning structure, multi-angular intra prediction,
advanced motion vector prediction, in-loop filtering, and
improved context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding. In-loop
filtering, as an important part of HEVC, consists of deblocking
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Fig. 1.

Complexity percentages of in-loop filtering in HEVC encoder.

filter and Sample Adaptive Offset filter (SAO) [3]. According
to [4], the coding gains of deblocking filter are about 1.3%,
2.6%, and 3.3% for luma component on average in All Intra
(AI), Random Access (RA), and Low Delay P (LDP) configurations respectively. According to [5], the coding gains of SAO
are about 0.7%, 1.7%, 9.2%, and 2.5% for luma component
on average in AI, RA, LDP, and Low Delay B (LDB) configurations respectively. In-loop filtering can not only improve the
compression efficiency of HEVC, but also improve the visual
quality of the reconstructed videos significantly.
However, its high computational complexity hampers its
applications for real-time encoding scenarios, especially for
low-power devices. For instance, in x265, which is one of
the best open-source HEVC encoders, the encoding complexity percentage of in-loop filtering is fairly high. As shown in
Fig. 1, the percentage increases 2%-35% with different encoding configurations. With the popularity of consumer electronic
devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, laptops), it is inevitable to
reduce the complexity of in-loop filtering for real-time encoding in these devices. Moreover, it is more challenging for
consumer electronic devices due to the low-power and limited computing resources. Benefit from the development of
GPU in mobile devices, we propose to reduce the complexity
of in-loop filtering in HEVC encoder on GPU.
In recent years, there have been some research to reduce
the computational complexity of deblocking filter and SAO.
They can be classified into three categories. The first category
mainly focuses on reducing the complexity by utilizing coding information or texture information [6], [7]. Kang et al. [6]
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proposed a novel and efficient deblocking algorithm for
HEVC, in which the complexity of boundary decision was
reduced by using coding information, including depth, transform index, and partitioning size. Joo et al. [8] proposed
to decide the best edge offset type in SAO according to
intra prediction mode. Furthermore, they also proposed a fast
parameter estimation algorithm for SAO by using the dominant
edge direction [9]. Zhengyong et al. [10] utilized the coding
unit partitioning information to accelerate encoding process
of SAO. Besides, Yang et al. [7] accelerated the process of
SAO by using the temporal relationship of SAO parameters in
current coding tree unit (CTU) and the collocated CTU.
The second category focuses on parallel processing on
CPU to reduce the complexity of deblocking filter and
SAO [11], [12], which generally contains several threads.
Kotra et al. [11] implemented three different parallelization
deblocking methods on changing the order of horizontal filtering and vertical filtering. Yan et al. [12] proposed to process
edge decision and boundary strength calculation simultaneously before edge filtering and then parallelize edge filtering
with directed acyclic graphs.
The third category focuses on parallel processing on graphics processing unit (GPU) to reduce the complexity of
deblocking filter and SAO [13]–[19], which usually contains
thousands of threads. GPU is very efficient at manipulating computer graphics and image processing, and the highly
parallel structure of GPU makes it more efficient than generalpurpose CPU. In [13]–[15], different parallelization methods to accelerate deblocking filter on GPU were proposed.
De Souza et al. [13] proposed three novel optimization algorithms for maximum parallelism level in deblocking filter
of HEVC decoder, including a highly optimized CPU parallel implementation, GPU implementation of deblocking filter,
and a hybrid and load-balanced CPU+GPU implementation.
Jiang et al. [14] presented a novel parallel optimization
strategy to improve the parallel performance of deblocking
filter. Eldeken et al. [15] proposed a parallel-straight processing order that improved concurrency for deblocking multiple
horizontal and vertical edges. In [16] and [17], the data dependency of SAO in HEVC encoder was eliminated on GPU.
Zhang and Guo [16] proposed a parallel algorithm for SAO
in HEVC on GPU, in which parallel algorithms for statistical information collection, calculation of the best offset and
minimum distortion, SAO merging were proposed. In our
preliminary work [17], we proposed an optimization algorithm for SAO in HEVC encoder on GPU, in which the
first step of SAO was processed on GPU implemented with
OpenCL. De Souza et al. [18] optimized deblocking filter
and SAO by using GPU parallelization in HEVC decoder
for embedded systems. Wang et al. [19] presented a framelevel strategy to improve the parallelism of in-loop filtering in
HEVC decoder on GPU. However, the processes of SAO in
HEVC encoder and decoder are different. For SAO in HEVC
encoder, pixel-wise constraint exists in type classification and
offset computation stages, which will cause much more difficulty to jointly optimize deblocking filter and SAO in HEVC
encoder. Different from optimizing in-loop filtering in HEVC
decoder [18], [19], we propose a parallel strategy for in-loop
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filtering in HEVC encoder. Specifically, CTU compression
(block partition, mode decision, transform and quantization,
and reconstruction) is processed on CPU, while in-loop filtering is processed on GPU. By jointly optimizing deblocking
filter and SAO on GPU, the complexity of in-loop filtering is
reduced.
The motivations of this research are as follows:
First, the encoding complexity percentage of in-loop filtering is fairly high. When in-loop filtering is processed on
GPU, it will not only improve the degree of parallelism in
HEVC encoder, but also ease the computing burden of the
CPU, especially for power-limited or low-computing capacity
devices.
Second, the processes of SAO in HEVC encoder and
decoder are different. For SAO in HEVC encoder, pixel-wise
constraint exists in type classification and offset computation stages, which will lower the parallelism of GPU. Due
to this difficulty, few existing algorithms have been proposed
to optimize SAO on GPU in HEVC encoder.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, none algorithms
have been presented to jointly optimize deblocking filter and
SAO in HEVC encoder on GPU.
In this paper, we propose a parallel strategy for in-loop
filtering in HEVC encoder on GPU. Different from individually deblocking filter optimization [13]–[15] or SAO
optimization [16], [17], we optimize deblocking filter and SAO
together on GPU, which reduces the data accessing between
CPU and GPU. Different from jointly optimizing deblocking filter and SAO in HEVC decoder [18], [19], we optimize
deblocking filter and SAO in HEVC encoder. In the proposed
strategy, the pipeline structure for HEVC encoding by parallel
processing deblocking filter and SAO on GPU is described
first. Then, the joint optimization for deblocking filter and
SAO on GPU is detailed by parallel processing of deblocking filter and parallel processing of SAO separately. The joint
optimization can improve the degree of parallelism and ease
the computational burden of the CPU. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve about 47%
(up to 67%) time saving on average for test sequences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the in-loop filtering in HEVC and the related
works. Section III introduces the details of joint optimization
for deblocking filter and SAO on GPU, including the
pipeline structure, the parallel processing of deblocking filter, the parallel processing of SAO, and memory management.
Experimental results and analysis are given in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. I N -L OOP F ILTERING IN HEVC E NCODER
In HEVC, in-loop filtering consists of deblocking filter and
SAO. It is applied to the reconstructed pixels just before
writing them into the decoded picture buffer within the inter
prediction loop. Similar to that in H.264/AVC, deblocking filter in HEVC aims to reduce the visibility of blocking artifacts
caused by block-based coding structure and is applied only
to samples located at block boundaries. Whereas, SAO is a
newly adopted tool in HEVC, which is intended to improve
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In-loop filtering in HEVC encoder.

accuracy of reconstruction of the original signal. SAO is performed adaptively for all samples by conditionally adding an
offset value to each sample based on values in look-up tables
defined by HEVC encoder. In this subsection, we will briefly
review the process of in-loop filtering in HEVC encoder, and
more details can be found in [1], [4], and [5].

Fig. 3.

Edge offset and band offset in SAO.

A. Deblocking Filter
Deblocking filter is applied to the edges aligned on 8×8
sample grids. As denoted in Fig. 2, it can be split into four
steps, namely edge decision, boundary strength calculation, filtering mode decision, and edge filtering. They are represented
by D.1, D.2, D.3, and D.4 respectively.
In D.1, only the edges on 8×8 grids, either prediction unit
or transform unit boundaries, are considered to be filtered.
In D.2, the boundary strength is calculated according to the
coding information. The boundary strength can take one of
three possible values: 0, 1, and 2, which indicate no filtering,
weak filtering, and strong filtering respectively.
In D.3, if the boundary strength value is 1 or 2, additional
conditions are checked to determine whether the deblocking
filtering should be applied. The weak or strong filtering mode
is decided according to values of samples near the boundaries.
In D.4, first vertical edges are filtered (horizontal filtering)
then horizontal edges are filtered (vertical filtering).
B. Sample Adaptive Offset
As denoted in Fig. 2, SAO consists of three steps, namely
statistical information collection, SAO type and offset decision, and SAO filtering. They are represented by S.1, S.2, and
S.3 respectively.
In S.1, the number of pixels and the sum of distortion of a
certain SAO type are calculated.
In S.2, the final best SAO type and offset are selected from
candidates of edge offset (EO) and band offset (BO) types and
offsets.
In S.3, pixels in the CTU are filtered by adding the
corresponding best offset values conditionally.
In SAO, each CTU is classified into one of five SAO types:
four EOs and one BO. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), EO uses four
gradient 3-pixel patterns for classification of the current pixel
C by considering the edge directional information with other
two neighboring pixels N1 and N2 . As shown in Fig. 3 (b),
BO uses pixel intensity for pixel classification. BO classifies
all pixels in the CTU into 32 uniform bands (for 8-bit pixels).
Four consecutive bands are grouped together and each group
is indicated by the starting band position. Only offsets of four

Fig. 4. The pipeline structure by the cooperation between CPU and GPU.
The number on the block denotes the row number of CTU row.

consecutive bands and the starting band position are signaled
to the decoder. In the following, we will review the related
works on optimization for deblocking filter and SAO in HEVC
on GPU.
III. P ROPOSED J OINT O PTIMIZATION FOR D EBLOCKING
F ILTER AND SAO ON GPU
In this section, we will introduce the details of the proposed
joint optimization for deblocking filter and SAO in HEVC
encoder on GPU. At first, we propose a pipeline structure for
HEVC encoding process by parallel processing in-loop filtering on GPU. Then the details of parallel processing designs
on deblocking filter and SAO are described in Sections III-B
and III-C. Finally, the strategy for memory management is
discussed in Section III-D.
A. Overview of the Pipeline Structure
HEVC provides a new encoding method in parallel, namely
wavefront parallel processing (WPP). When this method is
enabled, a slice is divided into multiple rows of CTUs. Each
row is encoded by a thread. The first row is processed in the
ordinary way, the second row begins to be processed after only
two CTUs in the first row have been processed, the third row
begins to be processed after only two CTUs in the second
row have been processed, etc. WPP not only improves the
degree of parallelism for current frame, but also supports the
frame-level encoding in parallel.
As shown in Fig. 2, deblocking filter is divided into D.1,
D.2, D.3, and D.4, corresponding to edge decision, boundary
strength calculation, filtering mode decision, and edge filtering.
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Fig. 5.
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The details of HEVC encoding process by parallel processing in-loop filtering on GPU.

SAO is divided into S.1, S.2, and S.3, corresponding to statistical information collection, SAO type and offset decision, and
SAO filtering. To further improve the degree of parallelism in
HEVC encoder, we propose to divide the encoding process
for each row of CTUs into four sub-tasks. The first sub-task
is CTU compression, consisting of block partition, mode decision, transform and quantization, and reconstruction for CTUs.
The second sub-task consists of D.1 and D.2. The third subtask consists of D.3, D.4, and S.1. The fourth sub-task consists
of S.2 and S.3. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), when HEVC encoding is processed only on CPU, these four sub-tasks for a row
of CTUs are processed sequentially. The proposed pipeline
structure for HEVC encoding is shown in Fig. 4 (b) by the
cooperation between CPU and GPU. Specially, the third subtask, consisting of D.3, D.4, and S.1, which are the most
time-consuming steps of in-loop filtering, is jointly optimized
and processed on GPU, while the others are still processed on
CPU. The overall encoding time can be reduced by using this
pipeline structure. In order to be compatible with WPP, the
proposed HEVC encoding is also processed row by row.
Details of HEVC encoding process by parallel processing
in-loop filtering on GPU are shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, a video
frame is first divided into different rows of CTUs. Then CTUs
in a row are processed one by one. The first sub-task named
CTU compression includes block partition, mode decision,
transform and quantization, and reconstruction.
The second sub-task includes D.1 and D.2 in deblocking
filter. This sub-task need to transfer data from CPU to GPU
when in-loop filtering is processed on GPU.
The third sub-task consists of D.3, D.4, and S.1, which
are processed on GPU, as shown in the right part of Fig. 5.
First, all vertical edges in the CTUs of a row are filtered.
Then all horizontal edges in the CTUs of a row are filtered.
Statistical information is collected by using original pixels

and reconstructed pixels which have been filtered by D.3 and
D.4. This joint optimization on deblocking filter and SAO can
make full use of computing resources. Data dependency exists
between deblocking filter and SAO. The deblocked pixels are
as input for SAO. Both of two filters share several data, such as
the original pixels, coding information. The details of deblocking filter and SAO on GPU are introduced in Sections III-B
and III-C respectively.
The fourth sub-task includes S.2, S.3 in SAO, and entropy
coding for a row of CTUs. This sub-task needs the data
transferred from GPU.
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a parallel computing platform and application programming interface
model. CUDA is selected as the platform for the proposed
in-loop filtering on GPU.
B. Parallel Processing of Deblocking Filter
There are four steps in the deblocking filter, namely edge
decision, boundary strength calculation, filtering mode decision, and edge filtering, which are represented by D.1, D.2,
D.3, and D.4 respectively in Fig. 2. In general, D.1 and D.2
are executed recursively, which are not suitable for parallel
processing on GPU. According to [20], D.3 and D.4 are the
most time consuming parts of deblocking filter. We propose
to process D.3 and D.4 on GPU.
For processing D.3 and D.4 on GPU, the data such as
boundary strength values, unfiltered pixels, and quantization
parameters of each CTU are need to be transferred from CPU
to GPU. On GPU, all vertical edges of the CTUs in a row
are filtered concurrently first. Then all horizontal edges of the
CTUs in a row are filtered concurrently. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
depict the thread mapping of the horizontal filtering and the
vertical filtering on GPU respectively. All CTUs in a row are
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Thread mapping of horizontal filtering.

processed concurrently. Each CTU is processed by threads in
a thread block on GPU. Since deblocking filter is applied on
8×8 grids, all edges aligned on 8×8 grids can be processed
simultaneously. Horizontal filtering is applied first, and then
vertical filtering is applied.
For horizontal filtering, as shown Fig. 6, all vertical edges in
a CTU are processed by the threads in the same thread block.
We take CTU of 64×64 as an example, since deblocking filter
is applied on 8×8 grid, only up to 8 vertical edges may need to
be filtered. Regarding 4 pixel lines as a unit, a vertical edge
in the CTU needs 16 threads for filtering. In this case, the
numbers of threads in horizontal and vertical directions are 8
and 16 respectively. Therefore, the total number of threads for
horizontal filtering in a CTU is 128. Note that the rightmost
4 pixel columns in current CTU, denoted by B1 in Fig. 6, are
processed by threads of next block since the rightmost vertical
edge belongs to next CTU.
For vertical filtering, as shown in Fig. 7, all horizontal
edges in a CTU are processed by the threads in the same
thread block. If we take CTU of 64×64 as an example, similar results as horizontal filtering can also be obtained. Note
that the upmost 4 pixel lines, denoted by B2 in Fig. 7, in
previous row of CTUs are also processed, which is caused by
deblocking filter delay. In addition, the bottommost 4 pixel
lines, denoted by B3 in Fig. 7, are left to be processed by the
next row of CTUs.
C. Parallel Processing of SAO
SAO in HEVC encoder consists of three stages, namely statistical information collection, SAO type and offset decision,
and SAO filtering, represented by S.1, S.2, and S.3 respectively in Fig. 2. According to [7] and [21], S.1 is the most
time consuming part of SAO, and its computational complexity occupies about 80%∼90% of SAO encoding process. We
propose to process S.1 on GPU with D.3 and D.4 together.
In our preliminary work [17], we proposed a GPU-based
SAO optimization algorithm in HEVC encoder. It reduced the
processing time of SAO in HEVC encoder significantly by
implementing S.1 on GPU. In this work, we also implement

Fig. 7.

Thread mapping of vertical filtering.

the S.1 on GPU using CUDA instead of OpenCL with different
data access and memory management.
Two main issues need to be considered when optimizing S.1
of SAO on GPU. First, the number of total pixels belonging to
each SAO type need to be counted, and offset values of each
pixel have to be collected to compute the overall distortion.
This loop structure cannot be straightly applied for parallel
processing on GPU. Second, when collecting statistical information for different SAO types, different number of pixels
are utilized for computing. GPU has to perform logical judgement pixel by pixel to select the correct ones for computation.
This logical judgement degrades performance of parallelism
on GPU extremely. It also leads to more data access for one
pixel line.
Similar to deblocking filter optimization on GPU, all
CTUs in a row are also processed simultaneously in SAO
optimization. The thread mapping of SAO optimization on
GPU is shown in Fig. 8. All CTUs in the row are denoted
by the index from 0 to M − 1. Since each CTU is processed
by one block, the number of thread blocks on GPU is the same
as the number of CTUs in the row, which is also M.
As shown in Fig. 8, each block contains P threads, where
P is equal to the height of CTU. The total number of threads
used for one row of CTUs is N = P ∗ M, where N denotes
the total number of threads used for one row of CTUs.
To solve the first issue, we utilize memory and threads of
GPU sufficiently. Specially, all the pixels in the same CTU are
processed by threads within a thread block. Each pixel line
within a CTU is assigned to a thread for counting the number
of total pixels for each SAO type and distortion computing. By
this means, the whole CTU can be processed simultaneously
by one block of threads. In addition, all threads in a block can
share the same local memory, which reduces the delay of data
accessing.
After all blocks of threads are finished, the statistical results
of the CTUs including 4 EOs and 1 BO are transferred back to
CPU and are used to determine the optimal one by rate distortion optimization. To save data exchange overhead, all original
pixels and reconstructed pixels of one row of CTUs are preloaded into GPU memory before the process of deblocking
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TABLE II
S EQUENCES U SED IN THE E XPERIMENT

Fig. 8.

Thread mapping of SAO.
TABLE I
P IXEL E XCLUDED IN C OLLECTING I NFORMATION FOR SAO

the un-deblocked pixels in the upper CTU for the use of
the lower CTU. In our algorithm, these un-deblocked pixel
lines will be included in the offset computation together with
other deblocked pixels. No coding loss is observed in our
experiments.
filter. For the second issue, as there is a constrain condition on
pixels when collecting statistical information. Different SAO
types use different number of pixels for SAO type classification and offset computing. Specifically, when deblocking filter
is enabled, pixels in the right 4 columns and in the bottom 5
rows of the CTU are excluded in collecting statistical information of luma component. However, when deblocking filter
is disabled, the excluded pixels depend on SAO types, which
are shown in Table I. Please note that the excluded pixels will
still be added on corresponding offsets, although they are not
used for offset computation.
This constrain is a big burden for parallel processing. GPU
has to perform logical judgement pixel by pixel to select the
correct ones for computation, which also leads to more data
access for one pixel line. This reduces the speed of computation dramatically. To avoid the flaw, we remove this constrain,
which means all the pixels within a CTU are used for statistical information collection for all SAO types no matter
the deblocking filter is enabled or not. This change is nonnormative that will not change the syntax of SAO. There
are two advantages for this change. First, judgement on GPU
is removed so that the computational complexity is reduced.
Second, more pixels are used to calculate SAO offsets, which
increases the accuracy.
One possible mismatch may occur when deblocking filter is
enabled and CTU level processing is used. In such case, several pixel lines in the bottom of a CTU will not be deblocked
until its lower CTU in next row is in deblocking filter. This is
to avoid adding additional line-buffers in hardware to store

D. Memory Management
For the in-loop filtering optimization algorithm on GPU,
apart from improvement on the algorithm itself, it is necessary to optimize utilization of memories on GPU. Memories
on CUDA can be classified into three categories, namely
global memory, private memory and local memory, among
which local memory plays an important role in improving the
efficiency of the proposed parallel strategy.
In the stage of deblocking filter, local memory is used to
for storing intermediate results of D.1, D.2, and D.3. Pixels
in the same CTU are stored in local memory, and then are
filtered when horizontal filtering and vertical filtering applied.
In the stage of SAO, similar strategy is adopted to efficiently
utilize local memory. When collect statistical information for
each CTU, pixels in the same CTU are stored in local memory,
which is used for counting number of pixels belonging to each
SAO type and calculating corresponding offset. Then final
results for statistical information collection are copied from
local memory to global memory.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, extensive experiments are conducted in order
to evaluate the performance of the proposed parallel strategy
for in-loop filtering in HEVC encoder on GPU. Section IV-A
describes the experimental settings. The complexity reduction
is evaluated and compared in Section IV-B. The compression
performance is provided in Section IV-C.
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TABLE III
P ROCESSING T IME ( IN M ILLISECONDS ) OF I N -L OOP F ILTERING FOR D IFFERENT M ETHODS

A. Experimental Settings
x265 is used as the HEVC video encoder, which is one of
the best open source HEVC encoders [22]. It has been well
optimized on coding structure and encoding modules, e.g.,
motion estimation by using fast algorithms and SSE instruction set. The experimental results are obtained under HEVC
common test conditions [23] by applying the default parameter
of x265.
Video sequences with higher resolution (Classes A and B)
in [23] are used, since they are the most computationally
demanding. An additional set of Ultra HD 4K sequences [24]
is also evaluated (Class UHD). Besides, screen content video,
is emerging as a popular video type and typified by the computer and mobile display content such as, remote desktop,
video conference, distance education, cloud gaming and computing. As there is no sampling noise for screen content videos,
in-loop filtering improves the visual quality significantly. A set
of screen content sequences [25] is also included in the experiment (Class S). The information of video sequences used for
experiments is shown in Table II. The computer with 3.4 GHz
Octa-core processors and 64GB memory is used for simulation, and the number of streaming processors on GPU is 2560.
B. Complexity Reduction
First, we evaluate the processing time of the proposed
strategy. Average time saving (ATS) is used to evaluate the
complexity reduction. ATS denotes the average time saving of
four quantization parameters (22, 27, 32, and 37), which is
defined as follows:
ATS =

Tx265 − Tproposed
× 100%
Tx265

(1)

where Tx265 and Tproposed denote the processing time per
frame of in-loop filtering of x265 and the proposed method
respectively.
To evaluate the performance, we compare three methods.
The first method is the baseline. It processes in-loop filtering on CPU, so we call it ILFC. The second method ILFCG
processes in-loop filtering partially on CPU and partially on
GPU. Specifically, ILFCG processes deblocking on CPU and
SAO on GPU. The third method ILFG processes in-loop filtering on GPU. Table III shows the processing time of these
methods respectively.
As shown in Table III, the processing time of ILFG is much
less than that of ILFC. For Class A, the processing time of
in-loop filter on CPU is about 27.6ms on average, and on the
contrary on GPU, it is only about 15.25ms on average. 45%
time saving can be achieved. Similarly, for Class B, the processing time of in-loop filter on CPU is about 51.9ms, and
on GPU it is only about 34.5ms. 33% time saving can be
achieved. For high resolution sequences, namely Class UHD,
the processing time of in-loop filter on CPU is about 102.9ms,
and on GPU it is only about 53ms. 46.2% time saving can
be achieved. For screen content sequences, the processing
time of in-loop filter on CPU is about 96.5ms, and on GPU
it is only about 26.2ms. 63% time saving can be achieved.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed ILFG strategy can achieve about 47% (up to 67%) time saving on average
for test sequences. Note that the experiment result of ILFC is
achieved when SAO on CPU has been optimized by SIMD,
which can accelerate the process of SAO significantly.
When deblocking filter is implemented on CPU and SAO
is implemented on GPU (ILFCG), the encoding complexity of
in-loop filter can also be reduced, it can achieve about 40%
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON W ITH THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT M ETHODS
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As shown in Table V, small coding gain can be achieved
for luma component for all test sequences, which can reach
-0.23% on average. This is due to that when collecting statistical information for SAO, we use more pixels for counting
the number of total pixels for each SAO type and distortion
computing. The statistical information is more accurate, which
makes the compression efficiency better.
V. C ONCLUSION

TABLE V
T HE C OMPRESSION P ERFORMANCE OF THE P ROPOSED M ETHOD

time saving on average for test sequences. The proposed joint
optimization of deblocking filter and SAO on GPU (ILFG)
outperforms ILFCG with about 7.0% average time saving.
It can be observed that the time saving for sequences with
higher resolution is much bigger than that for sequences with
lower resolution. This is due to that for sequences with higher
resolution, there are more CTUs in a row. The computing time
on CPU increases linearly; however, it is nearly unchanged on
GPU due to its parallel structure.
In addition, the time saving for screen content sequences
is much bigger than that for natural sequences, as the sampling frequency for chroma components is the same as luma
component in screen content sequences.
In order to further evaluate the performance of ILFG, ILFG
is compared with [9] and [19]. Reference [9] optimizes SAO in
HEVC encoder. Reference [19] optimizes the in-loop filtering
in HEVC decoder. As the processes of SAO in encoder and
decoder are different, only deblocking filter in [19] is used for
comparison. As shown in Table IV, the results demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed method. The proposed method can
achieve better performance than deblocking filter or SAO separately optimized and it can save data accessing time between
CPU and GPU.
C. Compression Performance
As mentioned in Section III-C, when collecting the statistical information of SAO in the proposed strategy, all the
pixels within a CTU are used for all SAO types no matter
the deblocking filter is enabled or not, which is different from
the original process: different SAO types use different number of pixels for SAO type classification and offset computing.
Bjφntegaard distortion rate (BD-rate) [26] is used to evaluate
the compression performance, in which the negative number indicates bitrate saving and the positive number indicates
bitrate increasing for the same quality.

In this paper, we propose a parallel strategy for in-loop
filtering in HEVC encoder on GPU. The pipeline structure
of HEVC encoding by the cooperation between CPU and
GPU is described first. Then, the parallel implementation on
GPU for deblocking filter is provided. After that, the parallel
implementation on GPU for SAO is provided, in which the
constraint against parallelization in SAO is eliminated. The
joint optimization on deblocking filter and SAO can improve
the degree of parallelism and ease the computational burden
of CPU. The proposed method can achieve about 47% time
reduction on average for all test sequences.
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